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How t spheres® work to release stress: 
 

 

❍ “Stress manifests itself as tension in the body – typically in the neck, 

shoulders, solar plexus (between the navel and base of the sternum) and low 

back.  To release stress you need to release this tension,” explains massage 

therapist and developer of the t spheres massage ball, Stephanie Whittier LMT, 

CST.  

 

 

❍ “The trick is to activate the part of your brain that is communicating the stress 

to your body and t spheres are the perfect tool for this.  By placing them on the 

points of tension and applying gentle pressure, you can stimulate your brain to 

release the tension – while the aromatherapy aides this process naturally,” she 

explains.   

 

 

❍“As massage therapists & yoga teachers, caring for our clients is part of our job 

description and we seek beneficial tools for our clients to use in between 

massage sessions and yoga classes – t  spheres work really well because they 

give you a physical tool to use and focus upon: concentrating your mind and 

energy on the t spheres and how they feel on your body helps relieve stress and 

tension” says Stephanie.  “This ‘active relaxation’ really works.”   
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Simple first steps to use t spheres® in Yoga classes: 

 

❍ The t spheres massage ball is the only patent pending massage ball that 

has both aromatherapy and the tactile feel of touch – let the class 

participants compare it to any other massage ball and they will find it 

superior in quality, allowing better tension and trigger point release. 

 

❍ During  educational and beginner classes – the introduction of self-

massage with t spheres has proven to be a great guide for the new yogi to 

experience how to release holdings in the body that prevent them from 

deepening the yoga posture. 

 

❍ At the end of the class in relaxation – a set of t spheres can be placed at 

the base of the neck, in between the shoulder blades, under the low back 

or at the ankle to allow deeper relaxation depending on where the yogi 

needs a little extra care. 
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Additional aspects and cleaning of the t spheres ball: 

 

Hot/cold treatment : 

 

❍ Hot treatment/ Place in towel warmer for 10-30 minutes (can be left in towel  warmer 

for duration of shift like the towels) or microwave for 2 minutes. 

 

❍ Cold treatment/ Place in freezer or ice bucket inside ziplock bag – can be stored in 

freezer or 10 minutes before session. 

 

Cleaning:  

❍ Cool/warm water wash and place in the UV germicidal cabinet for 1-3   minutes. 

 

The t spheres yoga class package: 

❍ The session incorporates use of the t spheres ball in session on chronic area of 

tension and simple self-care instructions for the client to use in between yoga classes.  

 

❍ Suggested:  the cost of the t spheres set  included in the class or weekend seminar at 

a slight discount from retail price on the shelf. 
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Take home tips for using t spheres to relieve stress: 
 
For headaches/difficulty in focusing/being overwhelmed/can’t think clearly 
Hold a t sphere to your temple and gently move it in small circles at the point of tension.  
As you do this, breathe in and out slowly and deeply and focus on the aroma of the t 
sphere as you breathe in.  Start by breathing in for a count of two and out for two.  Then 
in and out for three.  Then four and so on – until you have slowed and deepened each 
breath. 
 
Stress relief at your desk 
Place the t spheres behind your lower back in the office or at home and use your 
stomach muscles to push your back in to the chair to release any aches for instant 
stress relief at your desk. You can add a slight side to side movement to stimulate 
deeper release in the quadratus and erecter spinae muscles that attach to the sacrum – 
this is a heavy duty muscle attachment area and can usually take deep pressure. 
 
To release whole body tension 
This is a great one to do at work – it’s discreet so no-one will notice… Place the  
t spheres under your bare feet (or with stockings/socks) and roll them under your soles.  
Work the reflex points by pressing down on the sensitive areas.  These  
reflex points relate to areas of the body including your major organs, muscles and spine 
– so by releasing tension here, you can release tension all over your body. 
 
For tight shoulders and neck 
Take a t sphere and roll it gently on your skin until you find the point of tension (where it 
hurts!).  Press the t sphere into that spot and focus on the feeling there.  Release the 
pressure and relax.  Then press in and relax again.  Repeat until the tension has gone.  
Move the t sphere in gentle circles over the area for a final massage. 
 
For a tired and stressed face ... 
Your facial muscles often reveal your stress –and trigger others saying ‘you’re looking 
stressed’.  Release the muscular tension from a frown, furrowed brow or sulky/’set’ 
mouth to release the ' stress lines' in your skin tissue.  Roll the peppermint t spheres 
slowly over the face concentrating on the areas with lines ... laughter lines, frown lines, 
lateral lines (either side of your mouth) and forehead lines – and smile! 
Smiling even when you’re not feeling happy will help as your brain will interpret this 
expression as feeling good – and you’ll start to feel better! 
 
For all over stress/tension – this is the ultimate stress reliever 
Find a quite space where you can lie down.  Lie down with your feet flat on the floor and 
knees bent.  Take both t spheres and place them either side of your spine in your lower 
back.  Press your body weight down as you breathe out and focus on the spots where 
they are touching your body.  Breathe in through your nose and out through your mouth 
a few times. 
Then move down about a hand’s width (so the balls move up your body and press down 
again.  Repeat the breathing pattern. Continue with this until the t spheres are up near 
your bra strap area.  This is a key tension release zone so really focus on this area.  
Open your chest and breathe in through your nose and out through your mouth.  Close 
your eyes so you can relax your mind even more.               © copyright t spheres inc 


